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Tiivistelmä
Dynaaminen myötövanheneminen on deformaation aikana tapahtuvaa ominaisuuksien
muuttumista, jonka ilmeneminen ja vaikutukset riippuvat lämpötilasta ja muodonmuutosnopeudesta. Nykykäsitys ilmiön fysikaalisesta perustasta on metalliin liuenneiden
seosaineiden ja dislokaatioiden välisessä vuorovaikutuksessa. Dislokaatiot etenevät kiderakenteessa jaksottain, termisen värähtelyn auttaessa ohittamaan kidevirheet. Seosaineatomien kyky lievittää dislokaation aiheuttamia jännityksiä saa aikaan diffusiovuon
dislokaatioita kohti. Riittävän pitkäksi ajaksi virheelle pysähtynyt dislokaatio voi rikastua
seosaineatomeista siinä määrin, että se jää pysyvästi liikkumattomaksi. Seosaineiden diffuusio on lämpötilariippuvaista, dislokaatioiden liikejakson aika on muodonmuutosnopeusriippuvaista, ja dynaaminen myötövanheneminen havaitaan, kun diffuusio on verrattavissa jaksonaikaan. Paikalleen lukittuneiden dislokaatioiden seurauksena metallin
lujuus kasvaa, mutta sitkeys saattaa madaltua tuntuvasti. Vakiintunut käytäntö ilmiön
tutkimiseksi käsittää vetokokeiden tekemistä eri venymänopeuksilla ja lämpötiloilla.
Työssä tutkittiin pallografiittivaluraudan mekaanisia ominaisuuksia vetokokeilla, joista
osa tehtiin siten, että koesauvan pituussuunnassa oli lämpötilagradientti. Koesauvojen
venymät mitattiin digitaalisella kuvakorrelaatiolla, mahdollistaen paikallisten venymien
mittamisen koesauvan kaikista osista. Lämpötilagradientti ja täysi venymädata mahdollistivat jännitys-venymä relaation tallentamisen useasta eri lämpötilasta samassa kokeessa. Menetelmän käyttökelpoisuutta arvioitiin materiaaliominaisuuksien karakterisoinnissa epähomogeenisen deformaation ja lämpötilagradientin vallitessa. Muodonmuutosnauhojen havaittiin etenevän niiden ydintymiselle otollisilta alueilta koesauvan
sellaisiin osiin, joissa deformaatio oli tasaisen lämpötilan olosuhteissa homogeenistä.
Lämpötilagradientti koesauvassa ei siis näiden tutkimusten perusteella sovellu PortevinLe Chatelier ilmiön kvantifiointiin. Muodonmuutosnauhojen olemassaololla ei kuitenkaan havaittu olevan suurta vaikutusta tutkitun materiaalin muokkauslujittumiskäyttäytymiseen, jos sitä tarkasteltiin sovituksena Ramberg-Osgood yhtälöön.
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Abstract
A number of metals suffer from dynamic strain aging, a phenomenon taking place during plastic
deformation at a favourable combination of temperature and strain rate. Dynamic strain aging
can result in serious embrittlement. The changes in deformation behavior are attributed to dynamic effects between temperature controlled solute segregation to dislocations and strain
rate controlled dislocation velocities. Typical effects for ferrous alloys are increased flow stress,
decreased ductility and the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect. The usual experimental technique for
studying dynamic strain aging comprise tensile tests at different constant strain rates and temperatures, resulting in numerous specimens to be tested. Applicability of a novel experimental
technique was scrutinized. A temperature gradient was introduced to tensile specimens, and
strains were recorded in full-field with digital image correlation. Test results were analyzed with
help of computer programming. Load fluctuations during the constant strain rate tests were
confirmed to appear simultaneously with moving deformation bands, resulting in so called serrated yielding. Reference specimens tested at uniform temperatures showed significant strains
before onset of serrations. However, in presence of temperature gradient, deformation bands
nucleated at high temperature area of the specimen and propagated into areas of lower temperature, where banding was not observed at uniform temperature conditions of reference
tests. Results indicated that the temperature gradient test can not be directly used for determining the domain of temperatures and strain rates where the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect occurs. However, mechanical properties did not show a discrete changes with transitions in to or
out from the Portevin-Le Chatelier domain. The possibilities offered by full-field strain
measurents were explored by quantifying material behavior locally. Strain rate sensitivity of
flow stress and work-hardening under different strain rates and temperatures was analysed
qualitatively and quantitatively. Locally observed material behavior was found to differ considerably from specimen-wide behavior. However, number of specimens tested was small relative
to scatter in resulting quantities, and the method requires further studies for conclusive results.

Keywords Dynamic strain aging, digital image correlation, ductile cast iron
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1 Introduction
Good castability of cast irons is due to their high carbon content allowing relatively low
melt temperatures and contributing to increased melt fluidity. Carbon, however, must precipitate as graphite during solidification and further cooling. A volume increase resulting
from the precipitation compensates for shrinkage associated with solidification, further
improving castability by less complex mold shrinkage-compensating arrangements.
However, the shape of carbon precipitates is planar, or flaky, unless special shape controlling measures are taken. The graphite phase has a low contribution to strength due to
graphite’s low toughness and weak bonding of the graphite-iron interface. Therefore, a
network of flake-shaped precipitates allow an easy path for crack propagation, rendering
flaky graphite cast iron’s toughness very low.
In ductile cast iron, carbon is arranged to occur as spherical precipitates. Sphere is the
least harmful shape for a non-load bearing second phase. As a result, ductile cast iron can
have considerable ductility and toughness, like mild steels. Considering its good castability, mechanical properties, and the near-net-shape property of casting as a manufacturing
method in the first place, ductile cast iron is an economical material for complex-shaped
objects that must have ductility and toughness.
Precise control over the size distribution and morphology of the graphite precipitates, or
nodules as they are called, throughout all conditions existing in casting practice is not
reasonable. Varying cooling rates due to varying section sizes cause nodule size distributions to vary within an individual casting. Furthermore, the alloying elements responsible
for graphite’s spherical shape decay over time, and not all melts are poured right after the
nodularization treatment. Therefore, varying pour waiting times cause varying graphite
nodule morphologies. Additionally, the characteristics of metal scrap available for an individual foundry affects some properties of the ferrous matrix. Even further, the ferritic
matrix of ductile cast iron makes its properties heavily temperature- and deformation-rate
dependent. Considering all this, the range of relevant material, environmental and loading
conditions is wide.
Scientific material characterization as well as in-foundry quality control of ductile cast
iron requires testing specimens at all relevant conditions. The amount of testing for a
demanding application can easily grow unpractical. This thesis studies the possibility of
measuring a range of conditions within a single test event. The idea is to introduce a
temperature gradient to a test specimen, measure the mechanical response in full-field
during imposed deformation, and later couple the local mechanical behavior with the corresponding temperature. Test results are then obtained for multiple temperatures at once.
The validity of results obtained by the described method is not self-evident. For example,
load serrations during serrated yielding are experienced by all parts of the specimen, even
though not all parts of it have material conditions prone to such behavior. It is unclear
how the load fluctuations affect response of material not causing it. Further, some deformation instabilities are spatially coupled with their surroundings, and the stability of apparently stable neighboring material near the instable material is not straightforward.
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2 Theoretical background
2.1 Metal plasticity
2.1.1 The metal bond
Solid matter consists of atoms bonded together. Usually four types of interatomic bonding
are recognized: metallic bonding, covalent bonding, ionic bonding, and van der Waals
bonding. Strong bonds between alike atoms are covalent bonds or metallic bonds. Pure
covalent bonding is often found in gas molecules such as the hydrogen molecule 𝐻2 ,
which has one single covalent bond between two hydrogen atoms. The covalent bonds
are exclusively between the atoms involved. Metallic bonding is a bit different. While in
covalent bonding the sharing of electrons are only between atoms comprising a molecule,
in metallic bonding electrons are shared by all of the atoms present. Metal atoms can have
bonds with any other metal atoms nearby available. Metal bonding is aptly characterized
by Wikipedia (2016): “it is not correct to speak of a single metallic bond”.
Metal atoms have a strong desire to arrange themselves in a periodically ordered manner,
into a crystal lattice. The crystal structure can also accommodate smaller atoms between
the metal atoms, in so called interstitial places.

2.1.2 Dislocations
Toughness is defined as the energy a material can bind in plastic deformation. It is a
product of strength and ductility. In general, metals have a good combination of strength
and ductility. Metals owe their good toughness to the nature of metallic bonding that allows permanent deformation without irreversibly breaking atomic bonding. Bulk deformation of a metal body is in practice realized with help of dislocations. They are areas of
local disorder that move through the crystal structure. More precisely, dislocations are
line defects of the ordered crystal structure that separate the slipped region from the unslipped. Dislocations are divided into two elemental types: the edge dislocation, and the
screw dislocation. Real dislocations, however, are not always pure edge or screw dislocations. They can have components of both.
Dislocations entail an elastic distortion field in the surrounding crystal structure. Due to
different characteristics of screw and edge dislocations, they have different distortion
field characteristics. The screw dislocation has almost pure shear distortions and the edge
dislocation has more complex distortions (Smallman, Ngan 2014, p. 130).
Dislocation density is usually reported as the total length of all dislocations in a unit volume of material, m  m  2 . Typical dislocation density values are in the range of
m³
1010  1012 m 2 (Smallman, Ngan 2014, p. 121).

An exact definition of the dislocation is given with the help of Burger’s circuit and the
Burger’s vector closing it (Hull, Bacon 2011, p.16). Burger’s vector can be described as
a measure of local lattice displacement caused by a dislocation. Although it is termed a
vector, it is often used as a scalar for relating deformation-related quantities with the total
number of dislocations. The Orowan equation (1) relates shear strain rate [ s 1 ] with
Burger’s vector [m], mobile dislocation density [ m 2 ] and average dislocation velocity
[m/s].
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(1)

The stress needed to move a dislocation varies. Dislocations that readily move are called
mobile, or glissile dislocations. The ones that not easily move, are termed immobile, or
sessile dislocations. Increasing deformation tends to leave an increasing number of mobile and immobile dislocations behind. Existing dislocations, mobile or immobile, then
make it more difficult for the mobile ones to move. This is observed as increasing resistance to further deformation, a phenomenon called strain hardening.

2.1.3 Diffusion
Diffusion in the crystal lattice can be described as random walk of atoms that results in
net transport of atoms towards any lower concentration of diffusing species.
Interstitial solutes can jump between adjacent interstices in an otherwise perfect lattice
and thereafter move longer distances in the crystal structure. Substitutional solute atoms
on the other hand occupy the same lattice places as solvent atoms, and the substitutional
solute and any solvent are unlikely to change places. Therefore, bulk diffusion of substitutional atoms takes place by the solute jumping to an empty lattice site nearby, called a
lattice vacancy. Vacancy concentration is strongly temperature dependent.
Basic aspects of diffusion are quantified with Fick’s first law of diffusion (2),
dc
J  D
(2)
dx
where J is the diffusion flux (number of atoms diffusing through unit area in unit time) [
dc
is concentration gradient in x direction [ m 4 ], and D is a constant called
m2 s 1 ],
dx
diffusion coefficient [ m 2 s 1 ]. The diffusion coefficient is dependent on temperature and
concentration (Smallman, Ngan 2014), and is not easily quantified analytically. In that
sense (2) is not very useful in other than demonstrating the units associated with diffusion.
Fick’s 2nd law of diffusion states that the rate of concentration change of diffusing species
is proportional to the rate of change of the concentration gradient.

dc d  dc 
 D 
dt dx  dx 

(3)

where t is time and other quantities as in (2). Fick’s 2nd law has an interesting implication
strain aging-wise, presented in equation (3). The diffusion coefficient D, dependent
mostly on temperature, can be used to estimate the distance that an atom will travel during
time t.

x  Dt

(4)

where x is travel distance for an average atom. (Smallman, Ngan 2014, chapter 7)
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2.2 Strain aging
2.2.1 Introduction
In the broadest sense, strain aging refers to any situation in which aging follows plastic
deformation. Yet in most cases, it results from interactions of solute atoms with dislocations. Strain aging occurs when solute atoms are present, and they have sufficient diffusivity comparable dislocations movement. Time and temperature are thus the important
determinants of strain aging. Temperature has a strong influence on diffusion of solutes,
on binding energies of solutes, as well as on movement of dislocations, so that rate of
aging increases with increasing temperature. The role of time can have two meanings
depending on the rate of aging. If the rate is slow, and aging occurs clearly after deformation, the process is termed static strain aging (SSA). The extent of SSA increases with
amount of time passed after deformation. However, if rate of aging is relatively high,
aging can occur simultaneously with deformation. Then time has no similar meaning as
in SSA. Rather, time corresponds to the rate of deformation. This is called dynamic strain
aging (DSA), where deformation rate can be compared to time between loading and reloading in SSA.
There is two microstructural phenomena associated with DSA that explain the basis for
resulting material behavior. Firstly, solute atoms can reduce the elastic strain energy associated with lattice distortions caused by dislocations. This allows the crystal structure
to reach a lower energy level. Secondly, increased concentration of solute atoms at dislocation cores increase the stress needed to move the dislocations. DSA is thought to occur
when dislocation velocity is similar to solute diffusivity.
The subject of strain aging is wide, including all time and deformation dependent effects
on material properties. Whereas there are ways around the problems caused by SSA, DSA
is not easily avoided in conditions that promote it. The rest of this thesis deals only with
DSA.

2.2.2 Macroscopic manifestations
Loss of ductility is typical to metal that has experienced DSA. One of the earliest observations of such relates to steel embrittlement following mechanical work at intermediate
temperatures. Coined blue brittleness, the blue referring to tempering colors od steel, the
phenomenon has been noted as early as 1885 (Keh, Nakada et al. 1968, p. 382). Whereas
yield stress is not usually affected, DSA manifests itself in further deformation, including
strain hardening, fracture toughness, reduction of area, and appearance of fracture surfaces.
A tensile test done with constant deformation rate shows the most striking embodiment
of DSA: irregularity of the stress-strain curve, caused by abrupt changes in the load-bearing capacity of the specimen. The irregularities are often referred to as “serrations”, but
sometimes “jerky flow” is also used. Apparently there is a slight nuance of meaning, jerky
flow referring to fine oscillations around a mean value and serrations referring to more
dramatic load drops and rises (Caillard 2016). Yield behavior has been categorized based
on appearance of the serrations, shown in Figure 1. Interpretations of the underlying
mechanisms for different type of serrations has also been given. (Rodriguez 1984).
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It is important to note that DSA includes but is not limited to serrated yielding. Mechanical properties and flow behavior do show a transition near DSA-inflicting conditions
even in absence of serrated yielding.

Figure 1. Classification of DSA behavior based of serration appearance (Rodriguez 1984).

Increased work-hardening is often mentioned as one of the most important embodiments
of DSA, clearly evident in stress-strain curves of Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Stress-strain curves of low-carbon steel in different temperatures. Work-hardening increases with increasing temperature, and stays high even in higher temperatures where serrations
do not exist.

2.2.3 Microscopic argumentation
Good agreement on the microscopic details of dynamic strain aging of ferrous alloys has
not yet been reached (Mulford, Kocks 1979, Caillard 2016). This section introduces some
of the ideas and models presented so far.
Cottrell and Bilby (1949) were the first to present a quantitative atomistic model for interactions of solutes with dislocations, explaining some of the effects of strain aging.
Simply put, their model was based on the idea of interstitial solutes relieving elastic
stresses caused by dislocation, leading to increased equilibrium concentration around dislocations. Time dependent strength effects were attributed to the kinetics of so called
“Cottrell atmosphere” formation around dislocations. Their paper focused on iron-carbon
system, and it addressed many physical phenomena relevant for solute –dislocation aging.
A simplification was made to omit the tetragonal nature of distortions caused by carbon
in ferrite, so that the model considered only hydrostatic stresses of the edge dislocation.
They formulated an expression for interaction energy of carbon atom with an edge dislocation. Based on this, equilibrium concentration of carbon at dislocations was calculated
for a dilute solution, arriving at one carbon atom per length-wise atom plane, located just
below the dislocation center. An estimate was given of the stress needed to pull a dislocation from its atmosphere. Further, tensile yield strength was calculated. However, this
estimate included a term for the carbon atom-row distance from the dislocation center.
Due to their interaction energy being expressed as a function of distance from dislocation
center, and the estimated distance of carbon atoms also depending on that, the resulting
quantities from this expression varied dramatically as the distance approached zero.
Therefore, the model was unable to predict the interaction energy near the dislocation
center. A more realistic view of the nature of that interaction energy is presented in Figure
3. The central part of the atmosphere likely has strongest effect on dislocation mobility,
and therefore the formulation failed to give consistent estimates of yield strength with
6

respect to experimental values. The paper of Cottrell and Bilby did, however, present a
formulation of the temperature dependence of yield strength due to the atmospheres, and
it was qualitatively consistent with experimental values. They also proposed a detailed
theory on the kinetics of atmosphere formation in dilute solutions that corresponded well
with experimental values. Although the early work of Cottrell did not address DSA, it
laid grounds for later work concerning all dislocation-solute interactions.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of dislocation-solute atom interaction energy with respect to
distance from dislocation line. (Baird 1963, p. 368)

The solubility of carbon in α-iron is very low, less than 0,00005 wt% in room temperature
(Honeycombe, Bhadeshia 1995, p. 6). However, supersaturation is not uncommon at all.
The amount of free carbon in solution depends on thermal history and carbide forming
characteristics of the alloy. Nevertheless, quite low interstitial concentrations are sufficient to cause strain aging. For example, a carbon concentration of 0,000001 wt% is sufficient to provide the Cottrell-equilibrium, one carbon atom per dislocation atom plane at
a dislocation density of 1012 m 2 (Honeycombe, Bhadeshia 1995, p. 18).
Nitrogen has higher solubility in ferrite than carbon. Its DSA-effects can be stronger than
carbon’s. However, nitrogen is not an essential element of ferrous alloys in the same way
as carbon is. In current steel-making practices, strong nitride forming elements such as
aluminum can be added for removing the strain aging potential of nitrogen. However,
when nitrogen is in solution, it determines the rate and extent of natural aging, i.e. aging
at room temperature.
Substitutional solutes may on the other hand increase the effects of interstitials on strain
aging. At least manganese has been found to intensify the DSA-effects of nitrogen (Baird
1963, p. 330, 445), as can be seen from Figure 4. Effect of manganese on 10% proof stress
of interstitial irons. Alloy compositions Fe-0,12C, Fe-1Mn-0,12C, Fe-0,009N, Fe-1Mn0,009N, and Fe-1Mn. Note how Fe-Mn-N has three separate hardening peaks. (Baird
1963, p. 445). Aging synergies between silicon and carbon have been proven to exist
(Ruiz, Rivera-Tovar et al. 2006), albeit the effects are not as striking as what they are for
nitrogen and manganese.
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Figure 4. Effect of manganese on 10% proof stress of interstitial irons. Alloy compositions Fe0,12C, Fe-1Mn-0,12C, Fe-0,009N, Fe-1Mn-0,009N, and Fe-1Mn. Note how Fe-Mn-N has three separate hardening peaks. (Baird 1963, p. 445)

Portevin and Le Chatelier studied serrated yielding over a century ago, and since then,
DSA-induced serrated yielding has been called the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect, or PLC
effect in short. DSA was later adopted for referring to the same or similar effects, perhaps
because of similarities found with yield point behavior and static strain aging.
Baird (1963) scrutinized all aspects of strain aging in his comprehensive series of papers.
He proposed that the loss of ductility from DSA resulted from solute atoms diffusing to
temporarily arrested dislocations, permanently locking them immobile. The load serrations he attributed to cyclical stops and restarts of Lüder’s-type deformation band movement.
The grain boundary plays a role in strain aging. Grain boundaries undoubtedly have attractive sites for solute atoms. At least three mechanisms of grain boundary effects on
strain aging can be thought. Firstly, grain boundary segregation lowers the solute content
available for dislocations near the grain boundary. Secondly, for macroscopic yielding to
occur, dislocation glide must go over grain boundaries. This applies for initial yielding as
well as for further plasticity. It is very likely for a strain aging material to have time,
solute concentration, and strain dependent effects on how dislocation pile-ups create
stress states at grain boundaries that generate new dislocations in the adjacent grain.
Thirdly, grain size correlates with the distance an individual dislocation moves. Considering that plastic strain can be expressed as a function of average dislocation travel (5)
(Sinha 1989, p. 58), decreasing grain size increases the number of dislocations necessary
8

for unit deformation. Equation (5) states that shear strain equals product of Burger’s vector, dislocation density and average slip distance. Grain boundaries of ductile cast iron
will be addressed in chapter 2.3.2.

  bLS

(5)

The Hall-Petch equation (6) relates grain size to yield strength. Grain boundaries are more
effective in delaying initial yielding than in contributing to strength after onset of plasticity.

 y   0  kyd



1
2

(6)

Strongly grain boundary hardened material strain hardens less than a material with larger
grain size. This should be considered in experimental studies of DSA so that the strain
hardening effect from grain size can be told apart from DSA-effects. According to the
previously presented idea that dislocation average glide distance is approximately grain
size and equation (5), finer grain sized materials should have higher dislocation density.
Figure 5 graphs strain hardening power law exponent values for two different grain sizes.
The difference between grain sizes is clear, but in DSA-temperatures it narrows down.
This may be attributed to the higher number of dislocations available for solutes to immobilize.

Figure 5. Strain hardening as a function of temperature for two grain sizes. Material is iron containing 0,003 at% N, 0,004 at% C, and a total of approximately 0,03 at% substitutional solutes. (Dingley,
McLean 1967)

The yield point phenomenon and DSA have common features in ferrous alloys. Both result from interstitial solutes affecting mobility of dislocations. However, no good agree9

ment has been reached on whether it is new dislocations or mobilization of existing dislocations that enables plasticity after aging. Figure 6 graphs stress-strain behavior of
0,06% C iron after solution treatment and different ageing times. Although the post-ageing curves converge to the unaged curve after Lüder’s strains, the lower yield stress increases with increasing ageing time, indicating the persistence of the strengthening effect
of pinned dislocations. This supports the idea of (for data of Figure 6) most immobile
dislocations staying immobile and dislocation multiplication being the mechanism for the
bulk of post-ageing plasticity.

Figure 6. Return of yield point after aging at 60 °C. Iron containing 0,06% C, quenched from 720
°C. (Berns, Theisen 2008, p. 130)

While it is generally approved that interstitial solutes are the cause for yield-point behavior, an exception exists that demonstrates the importance of grain boundaries in DSA and
yield point phenomena. Akama et al. (2014) studied interstitial-free iron with nickel contents between 1% and 3%. They measured aging indexes for the materials to rule out any
return of the yield point after deformation and ageing, and static strain aging was not
observed. However, the 2% and 3% Ni alloyed irons showed clear yield point behavior,
increasing with increasing Ni-content. It was also found that Ni had segregated to the
grain boundaries. It was concluded that the presence of interstitial solutes is not an absolutely necessary requisite of yield point behavior.
The idea of solutes diffusing to temporarily arrested dislocations first proposed by Baird
(1963, p. 453). However, it was McCormick (1972) who created a quantitative model
describing DSA of substitutional solutions. The model is often referred to as the obstacle
waiting theory. McCormick’s model was also able to explain static strain aging and yield
point behavior – major shortcomings of Cottrell’s model. The time available for solute
diffusion to dislocations is a characterizing quantity of the model. Accordingly, the PLCeffect is assumed to occur when time available for diffusion equals the dislocation waiting
time.
10

Increased work-hardening during DSA has been attributed to more rapidly increasing dislocation density. The reasoning behind this is that when dislocation locking by solutes is
active, new dislocations are born in order for deformation to continue. Therefore, the
rapid accumulation of immobile dislocations is responsible for the higher work-hardening. Keh, et al. (1968) studied the effects of DSA on dislocation structure and density.
Some of their results are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7. Shear stress-strain curves and dislocation structures after deformation at 25 °C and 200
°C. 0,035% C steel. (Keh, Nakada et al. 1968)

Figure 8. Dislocation densities after deformation in three different temperatures for 0,035% C steel
deformed at a constant strain rate of 𝟔 ∙ 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 𝒔−𝟏 . Whereas specimen deformed at 200 °C showed
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serrated yielding, deformation at 250 °C did not. Nevertheless, the unserrated yielding at 250 °C did
have almost as high dislocation density as the specimen after serrated yielding (Keh, Nakada et al.
1968).

2.2.4 Phenomenology
Serrated yielding, jerky flow, or the PLC effect, are the well-known embodiments of
DSA. The transitions between them and homogenous deformation occur over a relatively
narrow transition area in temperature and strain rate. Considering that the interactions
between dislocations and solutes are mostly determined by solute diffusion, an inconsistency between the narrow transition and continuous nature of diffusion cannot be omitted. However, the embodiments of DSA with respect to the microscopic processes have
been rationalized quite well, and this rationale will now be discussed in this chapter.
Figure 9 presents serrated-yielding domain for 0,003%C steel. The temperature is presented as reciprocal and the strain rate is plotted in log-scale. The transition zones between
serrated and unserrated yielding appear as straight line-type areas. The linearity can be
attributed to choice of axes and scales, and an underlying process following an Arrhenius
relation (7),

k  Ae E /(RT )
  0 e Q /(RT )
ln   ln 0  Q /( RT )
a

(7)
(8)
(9)

where k is a rate coefficient, A is frequency factor, R is the universal gas constant, T is
absolute temperature, and 𝐸𝑎 is activation energy. 𝐸𝑎 is often interpreted as the minimum
energy that must be available for a reaction to proceed. The mathematical tractability of
an Arrhenius-type equation allows to calculate the activation energy from experimental
data without having to know the pre-exponent term. Equation (8) has the Arrhenius form,
but the quantities are suitable for strain rate and temperature dependent flow. Natural
logarithms taken of equation (8) results in equation (9), clarifying the previously mentioned linearity. It is usual for DSA-related experimental work on interstitial solutions to
have the Arrhenius-type activation energy calculated for onset of serrations, and compared to activation energy of their interstitial diffusion. These two activation energies are
often found to be similar. However, details of the physical processes responsible for this
similarity is never presented.
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Figure 9. Domain of serrated flow in 0,03% C steel, quenched from 250 °C (Keh, Nakada et al.
1968).

In addition to the domain in the temperature-strain rate space, it is usual for the serrations
to appear only after some plastic strain, often referred to as the critical strain. It is the
point in stress-strain curve where serrated yielding begins, as in Figure 1 for example. For
interstitial solutions the critical strain may be very low or zero. Substitutional solutions
on the other hand usually have non-zero critical strain. The effect of temperature and
strain rate on critical strain of substitutional solutions is presented in Figure 10 (Rodriguez
1984, p. 656).

Figure 10. Schematic relation between critical strain and strain rate and temperature.

Penning (1972) examined discontinuous yielding from a completely continuum mechanical point-of-view. He proved mathematically that negative SRS of flow stress can explain discontinuous yielding. Figure 11 illustrates Penning’s idea of negative strain rate
sensitivity resulting from a local maximum in stress-strain rate relation. The relation was
considered as being an intrinsic material characteristic for certain temperatures and material conditions, leading to the PLC-effect. The reasoning for the PLC-effect is that, once
rising stress reaches point A, the strain rate must make a jump to point C. Respectively,
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decreasing strain rate must jump from point B to point D. According to this model, local
strain rate cannot have values between 𝜀2̇ and 𝜀1̇ . However, the average strain rate for
some material volume can have values between 𝜀2̇ and 𝜀1̇ . It is noteworthy that no strain
hardening takes place when moving from point C to B.

Figure 11. Schematic representation of stress-strain rate relation including negative SRS (Estrin,
Kubin 1995).

Mulford and Kocks (1979) proposed that work-hardening is a major contributor to strain
rate sensitivity of flow stress during DSA, and that this contribution has a negative strain
rate sensitivity already at low strains. The key idea was that the total SRS would turn
negative, and jerky flow would begin, once the negative work-hardening contribution
would dominate over all other flow stress contributors. This theory also challenged the
idea of a minimum vacancy concentration needed for critical strain of substitutional solutions.
The importance of strain rate sensitivity of work-hardening has been later explored at
least by Liempt and Sietsma (2011), who also concluded that a simple representation of
SRS of flow stress doesn’t characterize discontinuous yielding completely. They pointed
out the distinction between instantaneous and steady-state strain rate sensitivity, or direct
and indirect rate sensitivity according to their own terminology. They noted that the instantaneous, or direct SRS results from flow stress associated with thermally activated
flow, whereas the steady-state, or indirect SRS is associated with work-hardening. During
or after a strain rate transient, the effect of indirect SRS comes significant only with continuing deformation.
The instant strain rate sensitivity has been found to be always positive (Benallal, Berstad
et al. 2006, Estrin, Ling et al. 1991). The transient period between instantaneous and
steady-state strain rate sensitivity is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Difference between instantaneous and steady-state strain rate sensitivity.

The SRS of flow stress in different regimes is comprehensively summarized in an illustration drawn by Mulford and Kocks (1979), Figure 13.

Figure 13. Schematic diagram showing different regimes of DSA. The circled annotations indicate
strain rate sensitivity of work-hardening.
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2.3 Ductile cast iron
2.3.1 The ductile cast iron family
Ductile cast iron (DCI) is not a single material. Rather, it is a family of materials. DCI
mechanical properties vary over a wide range, comparably to steels. Most ductile grades
have elongations up to 22%, and strongest grades have tensile strength over 1000 MPa.
However, the graphite phase has relatively large volume fraction, ranging between 7%
and 15%. Therefore, DCIs have lower density and Young’s modulus than steels. The
graphite phase also increases damping capacity of mechanical vibrations. DCIs can be
alloyed to have good corrosion resistance as well as austenitic microstructure. Heat treatable grades also exist, austempered ductile iron (ADI) being the most important.

2.3.2 Microstructure and mechanical properties of ferritic DCI
Bulk of the DCI produced is unalloyed and has a ferritic-pearlitic microstructure as-cast,
and relatively good ductility. The unalloyed DCIs are a ternary alloy system of iron, silicon and carbon. The strength and ductility are mainly affected by the ferrite-pearlite ratio.
Whereas the most ductile grades are almost entirely ferritic, strength increases with increasing pearlite fraction. Graphite nodule size does not have strong effects on mechanical properties. Graphite nodularity is a general measure of quality, affecting tensile
strength, fatigue properties, and yield strength.
The microstructure is affected not only by alloying, but also casting section size. Heavy
sections cool slowly promoting ferritic microstructure. Thin sections cool fast and have
finer, more pearlitic microstructures. Sometimes alloying has to be adjusted according to
section sizes and desired microstructure by adjusting concentration of pearlite or ferrite
forming elements. In-mold cooling conditions also affect the pearlite reaction and its decomposition to ferrite (Labrecque, Gagné 1998). For some applications, ferritizing anneal
treatment is necessary after mold shake-out for reaching sufficiently ferritic microstructure. However, silicon is a good ferrite-promoting element. Quite recently developed
high-silicon grades can have sufficiently ferritic microstructure in the as-cast condition
for applications requiring high ductility.
DCIs go through a special treatment just before pouring. It is required for the graphite to
precipitate in spherical shape. Magnesium is the usual spheroidizing agent. Rare earth
metals and nickel can also be used. After the spheroidization, an inoculant is added for
providing sufficient number of sites for the graphite spheroids to nucleate.
DCI has complex microstructure. The graphite nodules are relatively large-sized. Figure
14 shows microstructure of material used in experimental. Micrograph is taken before
ferritizing anneal treatment.
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Figure 14. Unetched micrograph of as-cast ductile cast iron. Black dots are graphite. Pearlite is
vaguely visible as islands between graphite nodules.

Figure 15 shows plastic behavior of DCI used in experimental. Although the matrix material responsible for plasticity is ferritic, and should therefore show yield point behavior,
yielding begins gradually without any sign of upper yield point.

Figure 15. Stress-strain curve of ferritic DCI. No sign of upper yield point nor Lüder’s strain.
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The matrix material of DCI is very similar to electrical steel, a material that does show
yield point behavior. The absence of the yield point in the DCI composite has been attributed to the nodules acting as initiation sites for plastic deformation, providing plasticity well below the macroscopic yield point (Era, Kishitake et al. 1992). Stress-strain curve
of Fe-3Si steel is presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Stress-strain curve of Fe-3%Si electrical steel. Χ denotes kinematic hardening and H.s.1
and H.s.2 two hardening stages observed. The material is French electrical steel FeV 330-35 HA,

fully ferritic microstructure and a grain size of 50µm. Test specimens were 0,35 mm thick
sheet steel, with non-oriented grain structure. (Iordache, Hug 2004)

2.3.3 Strain aging of ductile cast iron
The ferritic-pearlitic matrix of standard unalloyed DCI grades is similar to mild steels’
microstructure, and the literature surveyed indicate that qualitatively DSA of DCI is similar to structural steels’. As for mild steels, loss of ductility is one the most striking features of DSA on DSCI. Figure 17 presents ductility-related test quantities for ferritic ductile cast iron at different temperatures.

Figure 17. Tensile elongation and cycles to failure for ferritic ductile cast iron at DSA relevant temperatures (Lui, Chao 1989). Unfortunately creep test results are not available for temperatures below
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300 °C. Nevertheless, a ductility minimum is expected to be found somewhere between room temperature and the 300 °C. Strain rate of tests is unknown.

Unlike wrought alloys, castings are hardly strengthened by forming. Therefore, the initial
dislocation density has to be taken as it is. Furthermore, dendritic microstructure cannot
be broken by deformation during manufacturing, and the subsequent long-range ordering
with periodical lattice orientations may influence deformation mechanisms.
Whereas mild steel may experience the return of the yield point after aging, DCI doesn’t
have the yield point in the first place. Nonetheless, both show jerky and serrated flow in
the PLC domain, indicating differences between yield point behavior and serrated yielding.
The availability of interstitial atoms is one the main determinants of strain aging propensity. For usual casting processes, cooling rates below the eutectoid temperature are not
economically controlled. Therefore, the amount of carbon trapped in solution varies between different casting geometries and foundry practices.

Figure 18. Effect of heat treatment on critical strain to onset of serrations (left) and on flow stress
increment from 1% to 5% strain (right) (Chen, Lui et al. 1993). Ferritic DCI with 3,2 %C and 2,65
%Si.

Published studies on the effect of pearlite content strain aging was not found.
Ductility of DCI at room temperature increases with increasing nodule size. However, at
DSA-relevant temperatures this relation is inversed, as illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Effect of temperature and graphite nodule diameter on tensile elongation at a strain rate
of 𝟐, 𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 𝒔−𝟏 . Carbon content increases with increasing specimen number. (Yanagisawa, Lui
1983)

Intuitively, decreasing nodularity intensifies stress concentrations around graphite. Studies of DCI nodularity effects on DSA was not found. One study does mention that deformation induced mobile dislocation density increases when graphite is changing from nodular to vermicular, though concise effects on material behavior is not elaborated (Löhe,
Vöhringer et al. 1982).
Increasing silicon content is associated with increasing apparent activation energies for
onset of jerky flow (Chen, Lui et al. 1993), possibly indicating silicon lowering diffusivity
of carbon.
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3 Experimental
3.1 Methods and purpose
The key idea of this study is to introduce a temperature gradient into the specimen and
record the full strain-field during loading with digital image correlation (DIC). This not
only allows to study the spatial details of non-homogenous deformation, but also to get
stress-strain data for a range of temperatures with a single specimen and a single test. DIC
is a method for measuring displacements of surface details from a deforming or moving
body. It allows full-field strain measurement in mechanical testing, enabling detailed research of non-homogenous deformation.
A constant strain rate test at elevated temperature is the prevailing practice for studying
the effect of temperature and strain rate on mechanical properties during DSA. A loadcontrolled test would likely have a large range of arbitrarily varying strain rates, making
it difficult to specify the effect of specific strain rates.
Testing of discontinuously yielding specimens should be done on a rigid machine. Machine compliance has direct influence on observed behavior of discontinuously yielding
specimen. Moreover, specimen grips as well as the specimen itself are a part of the elastic
system. The general appearance of the test frame was heavy, and only 1/3 of the force
capacity was in use. It was concluded that elastic effects were relatively low. Therefore,
machine-specimen coupling is not further considered. See Mesarovic (1995), Penning
(1972) and Holbrook et al. (1982) for detailed analysis on machine effects on discontinuous yielding.
Necking is an event of tensile deformation, which denotes end of uniform deformation
and onset of localization. The load bearing capacity of the specimen is affected by two
phenomena: increasing material strength from strain hardening, and decreasing load bearing capacity from decreasing cross-section area due to cross-vice thinning. Necking occurs when the latter dominates the previous. Soon after necking, if not immediately, most
of the deformation concentrates on the necked area, leaving the rest of the specimen without further deformation. Additionally, the engineering stress-strain relation loses its relevancy at this point. The gauge length average strain at necking point is a material property
indicating the material’s capacity for uniform elongation, and this is the quantity usually
reported for elongation, denoted as 𝐴𝑔 . The strain at which the material finally ruptures
can be considerably larger than the uniform elongation, but after localization, structure
geometry has strong influence on outcome. Further, the standard tensile test that records
only load and total displacement measures only the specimen behavior after necking, not
material properties.

3.2 Test equipment and arrangements
3.2.1 Test material and manufacturing of specimens
A continuously cast bar of ferritic-pearlitic ductile cast iron received in the as-cast condition. It was heat treated to fully ferritic matrix, and machined into specimens. For each
cross section, six specimen were machined from the perimeter of the profile, and one
from the center. The center had larger nodule size and greater pearlite fraction than the
perimeter. The center pieces with larger nodule size were put aside for later experiments.
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The difference in the nodule size will later allow to study the effect of graphite appearance
on mechanical and DSA-related properties.
The round bar of Ø70mm was sawn into 250 mm long pieces, which were further sawn
longitudinally into individual specimen blanks. Center holes were drilled into the specimen blank ends for holding between lathe centers. The blanks were then turned into 20
mm diameter rods. The specimen final grip diameter was 15 mm, but a radial excess of
2.5 mm was left to be removed after the ferritizing heat treatment, as the high temperatures involved leave a carbon depleted and oxidized surface layer. The ferritizing temperature was 900 °C, from where the temperature was lowered at a rate of 1 °C/min to 700
°C, held there for 2 hours, from where the temperature was further lowered to 345 °C at
the same rate of 1 °C/min, following air-cooling. (Davis 1996, p. 194)
A detailed description of further specimen manufacturing can be found in appendix 1.

3.2.2 Specimen loading and temperature control
A 100kN MTS servohydraulic test frame with watercooled hydraulic grips was used for
loading the specimens. An integral load cell was in-line with the specimen.
The specimen was heated with cartridge heaters operating at 240V. The cartridges were
placed in purpose-built heater blocks that were clamped onto the specimens, see Figure
20. Two sets of blocks were fabricated. One pair intended for higher temperatures, having
four 150W heaters on each halve, totaling in 1200 W of heating power. The other pair
was intended for colder end of the specimen, and it had only 4 cartridges, or 400W of
heating power. The pair for lower temperatures also had bores and connecting pipes for
optional cooling with compressed air1.

Figure 20. Heater blocks assembly used for specimen heating. Image taken from an already ruptured specimen. The blocks consisted of alike halves that were clamped around the specimen with
modified locking pliers.

1

The cooling option was built as a precaution for removing excess heat from the cold end in case a very
steep temperature gradient would be desired. In practice the cold end temperature settled to 80 °C when the
hot end was held at 400 °C, and cooling was not necessary.
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Specimen temperature was measured with K-type thermocouples spot-welded onto the
specimen. Temperature controllers with PID and autotuning functionality were connected
to the heater blocks via solid-state relays. Air flow to the cooling channels was controlled
by a solenoid valve connected to an alarm output of the PID-controller. The PID-control
kept the temperature steadily at set value, and no need for any further temperature logging
was considered necessary.
During the first tests, an infrared camera was used to capture images of the temperaturegradient specimen. Results were later analysed in thermal imaging analysis software, illustrated in Figure 21. The temperature gradient seems to steepen with increasing temperature. This can be attributed to increasing heat losses from radiation with increasing
temperature. Nevertheless, a constant temperature gradient estimated from the end temperatures was considered sufficiently close approximation for the purpose of this study.
However, it should be noted that for materials exhibiting large-strain diffuse necking, this
approximation is not valid after onset of necking.

Figure 21. Infrared image taken from a specimen with temperature ranging from 100 °C to 400 °C
(Flir SC660). Thermocouples are visible to the left of the specimen, and at the top of the image the
rectangular heating block is seen somewhat above 400 °C. An analysis line was placed afterwards in
analysis software, and the corresponding temperature values are plotted in the diagram. Emissivity
coefficient for specimen surface was calibrated iteratively with the help of thermocouple, arriving at
0,70.

3.2.3 Digital image correlation
Digital image correlation (DIC) is a technique for studying deformation by comparing
images taken from an object, such as a deforming piece. A DIC algorithm searches for
correlations in successive images, and makes record of the displacements. The software
used in this study (DaVis. 2014) places a grid over the first image of a series of images,
then goes through each successive image looking for correlation with the first image grid
points. When maximum correlation is found, displacement of the correlating point with
respect to the first image grid point is stored. The resulting data is a 4-dimensional matrix,
holding displacements in x- and y-directions for each image.
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The images of the specimen during test were recorded with LaVision Imager X2 CCD
camera. The image area was cropped to relevant image area on-the-run in order to save
hard-drive space. A 100 mm focal length telephoto lens with maximum apertuze size of
1:2,8 was used with the camera. Exposure time (40 ms) was adjusted manually for maximum contrast without overexposure.
Good illumination of the round specimen was not attained from a line light source aimed
directly to the specimen. Therefore, indirect illumination was arranged, see Figure 22.
Two curved reflectors of cinema screen fabric were hung at approximately 300 mm from
the specimen. The reflectors were lit with powerful LED-lights. A small gap was left
between the reflectors for allowing visual access for the camera.

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of indirect lightning arranged for proper illumination of the round
tensile specimen.

The lightning could have been better for more uniform intensity around the round specimen. Figure 23 shows how the specimen surface and speckles appeared to the software.
The sides of the projected specimen are poorly lit, and maximum intensity is observed
on both sides of the center area. However, the indirect illumination was a great improvement over direct illumination.
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Figure 23. Screenshot from the program used for DIC-computations (DaVis).

Figure 23 also shows the subset used for computations, 25x25 pixels. The subset size was
chosen according to a rule of thumb stating that each subset should have at least 3 by 3
surface features (Sutton, Orteu et al. 2009, p. 237). The spatial resolution of images was
𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙
approximately 15 𝑚𝑚 .
Camera and object orientations are major error sources in DIC. The DaVis software allows to measure the relative orientation of the camera and the object of interest by taking
images of so-called calibration plates. Then, orientation errors can be corrected in software. In absence of proper calibration accessories, a different approach was taken. The
camera was levelled perpendicular to the tensile machine frame with the help of a level.
This procedure minimizes errors resulting from unperpendicularity of optics with respect
to object. Errors associated with some areas of the object moving in the image during
deformation could not be minimized or compensated by levelling. Yet they were considered minor, as the camera was relatively far away compared to the specimen gauge length
(1,5 m and 0,06 m respectively).
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3.2.4 Tensile tests
Specimens were tested with and without a temperature gradient at different imposed strain
2 1
5 1
rates, ranging from 5  10 s to 1  10 s . The temperature gradient tests had a temperature of 100 °C to 400 °C at the ends of the gauge length, resulting in a gradient of 5
°C/mm. While 5 specimens were tested with the gradient, six specimens were tested for
reference purposes without the gradient.

Figure 24. Temperatures and strain rates used in tests. The blue dots represent tests at uniform temperatures, and the red lines represent tests with a temperature gradient.
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3.3 Processing of test data
DaVis software was used for capturing the images and computing the displacement data.
That data was then exported to MATLAB numerical computing environment. Load data
from MTS test machine was also exported, and interpolated time-wise to correspond with
DaVis data timestamps. Figure 25 illustrates the calculation of strains and strain rates
from displacements.

Figure 25. Schematic representation of how strains and strain rates were calculated from displacements. The resulting quantities need to be proportioned to grid y-spacing and time between images
to get strains and strain rates in SI-units.

The data exported from DaVis had a grid size of approximately 25 in x-direction and 160
in y-direction, varying a little between specimens. Only y-displacements were analysed.
In uniaxial tension of a relatively long specimen, the x-displacements are insignificant at
moderate strains, and therefore they were not considered at all.
Strains in y-direction was calculated from displacements using equation (10).
𝜀𝑦 =

∆ 𝑦 − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
∆ 𝑦 − 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔

(10)

When the grid y-spacing is constant, the difference operators are not needed, and equation
(10) reduces to (11), which has the same form as the formula for engineering strain.
𝜀𝑦,𝑒𝑛𝑔 =

𝑦 − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑦 − 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔

(11)

All strain quantities were converted to natural strains, as per equation (12).

  ln(1   eng )
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(12)

Strain rate in y-direction was calculated in a similar manner, equation (13),

 


t

(13)

where ε is the average point strain of two consecutive images, and t is the time between
the images. Where average strain rates are reported, they are calculated by averaging the
strain rates of relevant sample grid points. It should be noted that DaVis running on a
Microsoft operating system produced occasional halts during tests, so that the image capturing frequency was not constant. Therefore, it was important to compute strain rates
using individual timestep values for each image, instead of the preset value set when taking the images. As the halts and subsequent large timesteps appeared very rarely, calculation of strain rates by considering individual time steps was not self-evident at time of
building the MATLAB-code for analysis.
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4 Results and discussion
4.1 Homogeneity of deformation
4.1.1 Extent of deformation before necking
Although the theme of this study was non-homogenous deformation, the PLC effect is
not the kind of instability that would catastrophically end a test. However, the tensile
instability is one that puts a strain rate test to an end. Figure 26 illustrates how plastic
deformation is homogenous throughout the specimen gauge length before necking. When
maximum load bearing capacity (yellow line) is reached, deformation localizes and strain
rates quickly diverge. Therefore, post-necking results have to be excluded from constant
strain rate comparisons.

Figure 26. Local strain rates of DCI tensile specimen at room temperature. Y-axis indicates location
in gauge length. Yellow marking points out moment of maximum load, after which strain rates start
to diverge.

The moment of maximum load during a tensile test can be used as one criterion for the
end of uniform elongation. Figure 27 shows extent of elongation at moment of maximum
load for all uniform temperature specimens.
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Figure 27. Strains at moment of maximum load for uniform temperature specimens.

Figure 28 shows extent of elongation at maximum load for all temperature gradient specimens. Note how specimen with imposed strain rate of 5 ∙ 10−3 𝑠 −1 shows highly nonuniform strains.
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Figure 28. Strains at moment of maximum load for temperature gradient specimens. Lowest and
highest imposed strain rates seem to produce lowest uniform elongations.

4.2 Comparison of gradient and uniform test results
One of the questions concerning the applicability of the temperature gradient test is how
much is there coupling between different parts of the specimen, e.g. if part of the specimen is at DSA-promoting conditions, how will it affect other parts that are not? Figure
29 shows test load with time for room temperature specimen, and Figure 30 shows strain
rates of room temperature test.

Figure 29. Load during test for room temperature specimen.
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Figure 30. Strain rate for room temperature specimen.

Load and strain rate plots of deformation under DSA have a completely different appearance. Figure 31 shows load for two tests with practically same strain rate. Load serrations
in presence of a temperature gradient start right after the yield point. However, the uniform temperature specimen shows first a period of smooth load increase before serrations
appear.

Figure 31. Load during tests for uniform and gradient specimens of similar strain rate. Load serrations begin at a later time in the uniform temperature specimen, which also experiences higher loads
and has longer time to rupture.

High detail of material behavior is obtained by plotting local stress-strain data. However,
deformation during DSA usually occurs in moving bands. Therefore, it is not insignificant
which local point is chosen for comparison. Figure 32 and Figure 33 show strain rates of
the same specimens as shown in Figure 31. The uniform specimen (ID 26) shows multiple
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bands disappearing in the middle, yet so that there is a narrow area of overlapping band
ends. The local stress-strain at that overlapping location would appear very much different compared to areas without overlapping. The author’s view is that a point without band
overlapping is more representative. A point somewhat above the overlapping zone is chosen for comparison with a point in the temperature gradient specimen with same strain
rate. An algorithm was programmed to locate a point from the gradient specimen data
with same temperature as chosen uniform specimen. This kind of comparison for 300 °C
and imposed strain rate of 10−4 𝑠 −1 is presented in Figure 34.

Figure 32. Strain rates of temperature gradient specimen. Yellow line indicates moment of highest
load. The white “holes” in the colouring are what have ended as zero strain rates in the numerical
treatment.
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Figure 33. Strain rates of uniform temperature specimen. Yellow line indicates moment of highest
load. Note how the first deformation band nucleates from middle of the gauge length, contrary to
Lüder’s bands which tend to nucleate from gauge length ends.

Figure 34. Comparison of local stress-strain data for same data as in Figure 32 and Figure 33.
Whereas strain rate oscillations are present in temperature gradient specimen right from yield point,
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the uniform temperature specimen has a strain of approximately 3,5% before oscillations start. Deformation of temperature gradient specimen ends at 300 °C before reaching the strain where the
PLC effect begun in uniform temperature specimen.

Comparisons between uniform and variable temperature tests in Figure 31, Figure 32,
Figure 33, and Figure 34 suggest that the deformation bands can nucleate at one part of
the temperature gradient specimen, and propagate deep into areas where conditions for
band nucleation are not present at uniform temperature tests. However, the hardening
behavior, and load-bearing capacity thereafter, is not dramatically different.
Figure 35 shows a similar plot as Figure 34, but the temperature is 250 °C.

Figure 35. Comparison of uniform temperature specimen local stress-strain data with temperature
gradient specimen (ID07, Figure 28). Contrary to Figure 34, the uniform specimen has more gvariation in force and strain rate than the gradient specimen.

Figure 36 shows a similar comparison as in Figure 34 and Figure 35, but the temperature
is 150 °C.
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Figure 36. Comparison of uniform temperature specimen local stress-strain data with temperature
gradient specimen (ID07, Figure 28). This sample shows also larger load and rate variations in uniform conditions compared to gradient specimen. Strain rates are higher compared to samples from
higher temperatures.

Figure 37 and Figure 38 compare local uniform and variable temperature data with a
higher imposed strain rate. A striking difference is seen for local deformation at 150 °C.
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Figure 37. Comparison of local deformation at an imposed strain rate of 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 𝒔−𝟏 and at 150 °C.

Figure 38. Comparison of local deformation at an imposed strain rate of 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 𝒔−𝟏 and at 250 °C.
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4.3 PLC-effect and strain rate jumps
The theory presented in section 2.2.4 and in particular the model presented by Penning
(Figure 11) suggests that when strain rates are oscillating due to the proposed mechanism,
certain intermediate strain rates are not possible, i.e. oscillating strain rate must jump over
the intermediate values. Figure 39 and Figure 40 show strain rate histograms of a uniform
temperature test done at 300 °C. The domain where strain rate (Figure 33) shows banding
has an extended spectrum of strain rates as seen on Figure 40. Although an explicit gap
between high and low strain rates is not observed, the existence of two local maximums
support the idea of strain rate jumps between high and low strain rates. Additionally, the
strain rate count falls sharply to zero in the high-strain rate end of the spectrum – more
sharply than in the homogenous deformation of Figure 39. This may indicate relatively
high SRS of flow stress at the higher end of an extended strain rate spectrum.

Figure 39. Strain rate histogram for uniform temperature specimen (ID 26). The sample is chosen
from a domain that, by the looks of Figure 31 and Figure 33, is from uniform deformation.

Figure 40. Strain rate histogram from a domain that has deformation bands in Figure 33.
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4.4 Flow stress
Stress can be considered as a materials’s response to temperature, strain and strain rate.
Therefore, the range of stresses observed during a test, or series of tests, must taken as
given. Figure 41 presents the local stresses for all 11 specimens tested. Additionally, flow
stresses belonging to a specific domain of temperatures and local strain rates is highlighted for demonstrating a general-level negative SRS of flow stress.

Figure 41. Range of local stresses and strain rates for the whole tests series of 11 specimens. Data
below yield point and beyond maximum load is excluded. Data from specific conditions is highlighted
with blue color for demonstrating general-level relation of decreasing flow stress with increasing
strain rate.

An SRS parameter can be calculated for flow stress, as Hart (1967) presented.

m

   
  ln  

 

      ln  

(14)

For some unknown reason, plots the m parameter were not reasonable. This may result
from 𝜕𝜀 ̇ being very sensitive to noise in displacement data. This detail is left for future
work.
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4.5 Work-hardening
Work-hardening can be examined in a wider sense by fitting stress-strain data to a powerlaw hardening equation (15).

  K n

(15)

An algorithm was programmed for automatic power-law hardening fit. Elastic portion of
stress-strain curve as well data beyond maximum load was excluded from the fit. Figure
42 shows curve fitting and extraction of hardening exponent. Most robust yield point detection method turned out to be finding the first local maximum of second derivative of a
curve fitted to data below 1,5 % strain.

Figure 42. Power-law hardening curve was fitted for every other grid y-point for obtaining fit exponent values for whole test series. Total number of curve fits and resulting exponent values totaled
915.

Figure 43 shows hardening exponent values for 10 specimens. Data of one specimen had
to be excluded for too large range of strain rates. The excluded specimen had diverged
strain rates long before maximum load. Figure 28 shows also how this excluded specimen
has very uneven strains at moment of maximum load.
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Figure 43. Power-law fit exponents for selected specimens representing relevant imposed strain rates
and temperatures. The vertical lines represent uniform temperature specimens.

Work-hardening can also be studied in detail at local level by plotting the rate of change
of stress vs. rate of change of strain. The general appearance of strain rate sensitivity of
work-hardening as well as the extent of scatter in it can be seen from Figure 44 and Figure
45. It should be kept in mind that the strain rate sensitivity of work-hardening settles to a
steady-state value, and that these diagrams are plotted with spot-on values. Nevertheless,
they do show a clear negative SRS of work hardening. Even so, further analysis is left for
future work. The time it takes to reach the steady-state value should be addressed in some
way, not possible in the current treatment.
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Figure 44. Appearance of SRS of work-hardening at room temperature.

Figure 45. Appearance of SRS of work-hardening at uniform temperature of 150 °C.
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5 Conclusions and future work
5.1 Specimen design
The use of this temperature gradient method requires careful planning if good coverage
of elongation data up to rupture is desired in all relevant parts of the strain rate-temperature –space. In order to keep the number of specimens minimal, specimen geometries
could be designed to rupture at a specific location having desired temperature, e.g. make
cross-section a bit larger for temperatures causing decreased strength. This way, the occurrence of ruptures could be designed to have even spacing in the temperature-strain rate
space, and full stress-strain data would be available throughout all conditions.
The local work-hardening rates (Figure 44 and Figure 45) can be proportioned to flow
stress, as presented in equation (16). This is exactly the same expression as the workhardening parameter in Hart’s (1967) criterion for stability of tensile deformation.

 

1   


    ,T

(16)

Together with equation (14), the Hart criterion for stable uniform tensile deformation can
be stated (17).

  m 1

(17)

This criterion is something that can be observed and analysed later. However, it may be
difficult to make use of it in specimen design.
A numerical method for modeling non-homogenous yielding including banding has been
proposed by McCormick and Ling (1995). The model is originally intended for studying
the temperature, strain rate, diffusion, and solute concentration effects on PLC and banding phenomena. However, with the help of a brief preliminary test series, the model parameters could be estimated, and simulations could be run for iterating optimum specimen
profiles for designed rupture location.

5.2 Spatial coupling
Appearance of local stress-strain curves in uniform specimens and in gradient specimens
with same conditions varies. There is clear evidence that in a gradient specimens deformation bands nucleate first in the DSA region and then propagate into the non-DSA region. Therefore, the temperature gradient test probably has limited validity in comparison
to constant strain rate tests at uniform temperature. The sample size of 11 specimens is
not enough for drawing conclusions on comparability of gradient and uniform temperature tests.
One peculiarity observes was that the first deformation bands nucleated in between the
gauge length, not in the end as Lüder’s bands usually do. It would be interesting to test
steel specimens with full-field strain measurement to see if the in-between nucleation
occurs because of DCI characteristics, just like the absence of the yield point behavior.
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5.3 Effect of DCI properties
Several factors cause microstructural variability in DCI castings: mold geometry effects
on cooling rates, melt scrap additions on pearlite content, varying melt waiting times between nodularization and pouring, graphite flotation during solidification etc. Fortunately, all relevant microstructure features are easily characterized with ordinary metallography. It would be interesting to run series of tests with varying microstructures, and
couple the deformation behavior with microstructure just as the current experimental coupled temperature and strain rate with deformation.
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Appendix 1 (1/2)

Specimen manufacturing and painting
After ferritizing, the specimen blanks were turned into their final dimensions, presented
in Figure Figure 46. The gauge length area had 5 mm of excess material to be removed.
This was considered a fair margin for removing all the oxidized and carbon-depleted material resulting from the annealing process.

Figure 46. Specimen dimensions.

To avoid excess vibration of the relatively slender specimens during machining, the machining feed rates had to be kept quite large, resulting in a coarse surface quality. The
surface texture was removed by grinding in a lathe with a rotating flap-abrasive tool, see
Figure 47. Identification labels were then scribed to both ends of the specimen.

Figure 47. Surface appearance of specimen after turning and two grinding steps.

The grinding clearly removed material from the specimens. Therefore, gauge length diameter was measured at 3 points before painting for ensuring acceptable scatter of crosssection sizes. Specimen diameter scatter was below 0,08 mm.
The speckle pattern was painted with silicone based high-temperature paint. The paint
had xylene solvent that just evaporated and left the paint dry in less than a minute. The
paint used is supposed to be baked at 230 °C for one hour in order to reach final hardness,
but baking was found not necessary. The paints used, pipettes for transferring the paint,
and the paint guns, are presented in Figure 48.
The black paint was applied first with high air pressure of 200 kPa for minimum layer
thickness. Silver paint was then applied at a low pressure for appropriate droplet size. The
paint gun nozzle was set to widest opening. Additionally, suction pipe of the paint gun
reservoir was removed and the gun was held upside-down. This decreased flow resistance
and enabling to use sufficiently low pressure. Air pressure was adjusted on-the-run by
spraying on a disposable test surface. Optimum speckle size had been determined beforehand, and a model pattern was printed from a computer file. This pattern served as a visual
1

reference. Even so, not all specimens were successfully sprayed at first attempt. Fortunately, the paint was easily removed with acetone for next attempt. Small areas for welding the thermocouples on to were also easily stripped back to bare metal with help of
acetone and sanitary cotton swabs. The paint was very fluid, and more precise control
over the air pressure at low pressures would have spared from several acetone cleanings
and re-attempts. For future work, an air regulator with scale from 0 to 100 kPa should be
used.
The paint specification sheet reported a spreading capacity of 15-20 m²/l and a solids
content of 20%. This transfers to a layer thickness of 0,01 mm. Intuitively, the thinner the
paint, the more it will deform with the surface until flaking off. This reasoning is based
on thin layers having higher adhesion compared to internal strength.

Figure 48. Paints and paint guns used for speckle painting.
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